
Appendix for PerceptionGPT: Effectively Fusing Visual Perception into LLM

In this appendix, we first introduce the detailed design
choices of our perception encoder and decoders, as well as
the training losses for perception tasks; then we elaborate
more details of the inference procedure that was skipped in
the main paper due to space limitation; afterwards, we il-
lustrate more visualization results of our PerceptionGPT on
spot captioning and reasoning-based detection and segmen-
tation.

Algorithm 1 Inference Process of PerceptionGPT

1: Input: An image I and a textual instruction T
2: Output: Generated tokens and perception signals
3: Eimage ← ImageEncoder(I) {Extract visual tokens}
4: E′

image ← ProjectionLayer(Eimage) {Map to LLM’s em-
bedding space}

5: Econcat ← Concatenate(V ′, T ) {Concatenate image
and text features}

6: Enew ← LLM(Econcat) {Initial input to the LLM}
7: Tokens← []
8: Perceptions← []
9: token← TokenClassification(E′)

10: while token is not <eos> do
11: token← TokenClassification(Enew)
12: Tokens← Concatenate(Tokens, token)
13: if token is <vis> then
14: Signal← PerceptionDecoder(E′)
15: Epercept ← PerceptionEncoder(Signal)
16: Perceptions← Concat(Perceptions,Signal)
17: Econcat ← Concatenate(E,P )
18: else
19: Etext ← TextEncode(token)
20: Econcat ← Concatenate(E,Etext)
21: end if
22: Enew ← LLM(Econcat)
23: end while
24: return Tokens, PerceptionSignals

1. Detailed Design Choices
1.1. Design of Perception Encoders and Decoders

In this section, we introduce the detailed design choices of
our perception encoder and decoders. Notably, although we
incorporate detection and segmentation tasks in this paper,
other perception tasks can be supported in a similar manner

by leveraging encoder and decoder particularly for the new
task.

Bounding Box Encoder The bounding box encoder is
implemented with a simple 3-layer MLP, with input dimen-
sion equal to 4, corresponding to the coordinates of the top-
left and bottom-right bounding box coordinates; the output
dimension is set to 4096, which equals to the dimension of
the token embedding. The intermediate dimension is set to
512.

Bounding Box Decoder Similar to the bounding box en-
coder, the decoder is also implemented with a simple 3-
layer MLP, with input dimension set to 4096 and output
dimension set to 4, the intermediate dimension is set to 512.

Mask Encoder The mask encoder is implemented with a
ResNet18-like architecture, the intermediate dimension of
all blocks are set to 32. The input to the mask encoder
should be mask images with 1 channel. The final linear
layer maps the flattened image feature to the LLM’s token
embedding dimension, which is equal to 4096.

Mask Decoder The design of the mask decoder is in-
spired by Segment Anything model [1], which consists
of two layers of two-way-transformer layers.The decoder
block conducts self-attention and cross-attention in two di-
rections (LLM token embedding-to-image embedding and
image embedding-to-LLM token embedding). After con-
ducting fusion through two blocks, the updated image
embedding is up-sampled and generates the segmentation
mask.

1.2. Choices of Perception Task Losses

In this section, we elaborate on the choices of perception
task losses. Incorporating such losses during training helps
leveraging the prior knowledge and characteristics of the
tasks, which further helps learnining.

Bounding Box Loss We adopt a combination of L1-norm
and GIoU [3] losses, which can be expressed as follows:

Lbox(bgt, Sin, I) = LL1(bgt, bpred) + LGIoU(bgt, bpred(Sin, I))
(1)
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Describe the image, detect and segment 
all the mentioned objects.

Answer: A young girl <vis>  is walking
down the road with an umbrella <vis>, 

Explain what's happening in
the photo, provide masks and
boxes for referenced items.

Answer: An elderly woman 
<loc>  is walking with a 
younger man <loc>  who is 
carrying a basket <loc>.

Describe what you see, visualize
all the objects that appear in the
image.

Answer: A man <loc> with
brown hair <loc> is drinking a 
beverage <loc>.

Briefly describe the image, 
localize all the visible 
objects.

Answer: Two athletes <loc>, 
<loc> playing a basketball 
game against each other.

Describe what you see, visualize
all the objects that appear in the
image.

Answer: Two police officers 
<loc>, <loc> are taking a suspect 
<loc> into handcuffs <loc>.

Explain what's happening in
the photo, provide masks and
boxes for referenced items.

Answer: A man <loc> 
yelling at a young girl <loc> 
with an angry expression.

Spot
Captioning 

Explain what's happening in
the photo, provide masks and
boxes for referenced items.

Answer: A man <loc> in a 
tuxedo <loc> is kneeling and 
holding a bouquet of flowers 
<loc> for a bride <loc>.

Figure 1. Visualization of results from PerceptionGPT on spot captioning task, where the model is asked to generate a description regarding
the image content, while detecting and segmenting the mentioned objects at the same time.

The Generalized IoU (GIoU) loss is then defined as:

LGIoU(bgt, bpred) = 1−
(

IoU−
area(C)− area(bpred ∪ bgt)

area(C)

)
(2)

where C is the smallest enclosing box that contains both
bpred and bgt.

Mask Loss We adopt a combination of L1-norm and
GIoU losses, which can be expressed as follows:

Lmask(mgt, Sin, I) = LL1(mgt,mpred) + LDICE(mgt,mpred(Sin, I))
(3)

The DICE loss can be formulated as follows:

LDICE(mgt,mpred) = 1− Dice = 1−
2× |mpred ∩mgt|
|mpred|+ |mgt|

(4)



Localize the slower 
runner.

Answer: The slower 
runner is <loc>.

Segment the 
faster runner.

Answer: The faster 
runner is <loc>.

Find the man who 
needs more nutrition.

Answer: The the man 
who needs more 
nutrition is <loc>.

Discover the man 
that lifts weights.

Answer: The the 
man that lifts 
weights is <loc>.

Segment the man that 
likely plays basketball.

Answer: The slower man 
that likely plays basketball 
is <loc>.

Segment the man that 
likely plays soccer.

Answer: The man that likely 
plays soccer is <loc>.

Segment the car that is
faster in speed.

Answer: The car that is
faster in speed is <loc>.

Segment the vehicle that
can load more cargo.

Answer: The man that 
likely plays soccer is <loc>.

Segment the drink that
keeps me awake and
productive.

Answer: It is <loc>.

Discover the drink that
prevents me from driving.

Answer: The drink that
prevents me from driving 
is <loc>.

Segment the one that
needs to be taken care of.

Answer: one that needs to
be taken care of is <loc>.

Discover the the one that
needs to pay for the diapers.

Answer: The the one that
needs to pay for the diapers 
is <loc>.

Figure 2. Visualization of results from PerceptionGPT on reasoning-based detection and segmentation task. Our PerceptionGPT is able to
detect and segment the object related to the instruction via reasoning, even if the object is not explicitly givn by the user.

where

Dice =
2× |mpred ∩mgt|
|mpred|+ |mgt|

(5)

2. Detailed Inference Procedure
We demonstrate the detailed inference procedure in Algo-
rithm 1. During inference, given an image and a textual in-
struction, the image encoder first extracts the visual tokens
from the image, which are then mapped to the dimension of
LLM’s embedding space via the projection layer. Then, the
mapped image features are concatenated with text embed-
dings to serve as the input to the LLM. Subsequently, the
LLM begins to iteratively perform next-token-generation
similar to previous VLLMs [2, 4], until the end of sentence
token is generated.

Perception Signal as Input. When the input contains a
perception signal, our lightweight perception encoder maps
it into the embedding space of the large language model
(LLM), which is treated as the embedding for <vis> to-
ken. This embedding is then concatenated with other em-
beddings before being processed by the LLM.

Perception Signal as Output. During inference, when
a token is decoded as <vis> , its associated embedding is
extracted and processed by the perception decoder to recon-
struct the original signal.

Notably, during inference, when a <vis> is generated,
we use the embedding of bounding box in place of <vis>
to generate the next token, while this choice is arbitrary and
the mask embedding can also be used.
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